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"If you're the kind of person who can usually find any excuse to talk yourself out of a great idea, this book is the

inspiration you need to get out of your comfort zone and make things happen."

Helen Osler, author of Cameras of Kilimanjaro, Australia

It is January 16, 2009, and 60 year-old BARRY FINLAY and his son CHRIS are propped against a rock, struggling to

draw a breath on their treacherous climb up Mount Kilimanjaro. Their destination is tantalizingly close, yet the

weather and -- more importantly -- their health will determine the end result. Barry's backpack holds a Canadian

flag with the names of over 200 donors mobilized by the climbers back home. The donors have contributed to

providing classrooms and clean water for desperately deserving school children in Tanzania. For Barry, this is a life-

changing physical, mental and spiritual adventure. Follow along as he and his son strive to climb one of the World's

Seven Summits, meet the children who will benefit from their fundraising, and come to an understanding that one

or two people really can make a difference. It is a journey that leaves the two with the lasting impression that nothing

is more satisfying than reaching a goal and giving others the opportunity to achieve theirs.
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